The present study is the extract of a report soon to be published on "The Time Relations of Prehistoric Pottery Types in Southern Arizona."
The methods of excavation employed in the Mrs. W. B. Thompson Expedition, which was carried on in 1925 under the auspices of the American Museum of Natural History, were determined by the all-important question as to the chronological relations of the prehistoric remains encountered during the work.
It is now a generally recognized fact that no other product of prehistoric workmanship records cultural changes and relations more sensitively than VOL. 13, 1927-291 ANTHROPOLOGY: E. F. SCHMIDT pottery, and for that reason it furnishes an instrument of great help to the student of cultural development in times without written records. The manner in which this instrument was used in establishing a basis for such a study in the area under consideration is presented herein.
The work centered principally around three localities and their environment-the ruins Togetzoge, Spring Creek and Pueblo Grande. The ruin Togetzoge, a one-story pueblo of the "checker-board" type, is situated in the mountains between Superior and Miami opposite to Irion's Ranch. It comprises about 120 rooms, built of unworked boulders and is enclosed by a defense wall. About one-third of this settlement was excavated and the contents of the common burial ground recovered. Here as well as in ruins east of Togetzoge, near Globe, Cutter and Rice, the majority of the decorated pottery is "Gila polychrome" with a small admixture of certain foreign wares.
In ruin Spring Creek, a two-story pueblo which lies three miles north of Spring Creek store near the southern shore of Roosevelt Lake, only two rooms were excavated. But six shallow refuse mounds associated with this pueblo were closely investigated. which was also represented by some II-Central Gila polychrome III-Little Colorado black-on-white types of red ware, frequently encountered in the north but occurring here only in small numbers. Gila polychrome was almost entirely absent in the refuse heaps, though fragments of this type were found on the surface and in the upper rooms of the building. The home of a third principal pottery type "red-on-yellow," will now be considered. Sherds of this ware occur at Spring Creek and less frequently also at Togetzoge.
There is an extensive ruin popularly called Pueblo Grande, about seven miles east of Phoenix. It is probably three stories high, the walls being built of alternating flat stone slabs and adobe. Here again an enclosure surrounds the building, which is not far from the junction of an ancient irrigation canal with the Salt River. This ruin, one of many existing in the vicinity of Phoenix, is of particular interest, since with it is associated a good-sized refuse heap, giving an opportunity for stratigraphic research.
The The most striking pecularities are: 1. The total absence of corrugated-indented ware, abundant in most areas of the Southwest. (The single "slightly indented" sherd is a drift piece from the Roosevelt Lake district.) VOL. 13, 1927 293 41 31 1 A NTHROPOLOGYY: E. F. SCHMIDT 2. The exceedingly small percentage of painted ware. Considering now the distribution of the total of sherds and that of the main groups as represented in graph, figure 2, we notice two maxima in the total curve (d) in strata XII and I, with a considerable decrease of sherds in between, with a minimum in stratum V. The curve of the decorated ware (a) does not ascend to a second maximum as the total curve, but remains stable in the upper strata after a steady decline upward from the apex in strata XIII and XIV. These phenomena will be considered below. Graph, figure 3, shows the distribution of the decorated types, i.e., the units which compose curve a, figure 2. The Little Colorado group will be further subdivided.
Following are the most prominent features illustrated by graph, figure 3: In view of the importance of the problem as to the chronological relations of the two decorated types, and considering the small number of Gila sherds which had to serve as a basis for far-reaching conclusions, the results were checked up by a second stratigraphic study. In the refuse heap of La Ciudad, a ruin situated within the city limits of Phoenix, the conditions almost exactly paralleled those encountered at Pueblo Grande. Gila polychrome occurred solely in the first five strata out of fourteen. The maximum of Lower Salt ware was in stratum VII. Further proof as to the relative antiquity of the two wares was obtained in the domiciliary mound associated with the refuse heap and certainly built up during successive occupations. In a room, the outlines of which were visible on the surface of the apex, two fragmentary vessels were found, one a Gila polychrome, the other, corrugated-indented.' Underneath the floors of this room the trench which was sunk to a depth of 4 m. struck only Lower Salt sherds and one fragment of black-on-white.
The evidence furnished by the work in the ruin and in the refuse heap of La Ciudad proves in a satisfactory way that the conclusion concerning the greater antiquity of Lower Salt ware as compared with Gila polychrome is correct.
Returning to Pueblo Grande, one more question has to be considered: the distribution of sherds comprised in the Little Colorado group. It would take too much space to elaborate here the evidences which concern the time relations of the various Little Colorado types with Lower Salt ware on the one hand and Gila polychrome on the other. The relations of some types are not known at all, principally because we know so little about the situation in the southern part of the Little Colorado area.2
As to the few sherds belonging to Little Colorado types occurring in the refuse mound of Pueblo Grande, there is an accumulation of all types in stratum III, except one: black-on-white. The sherds of this type are distributed over the remaining strata. This fact is significant only if we draw other criteria into consideration. At the polychrome ruin, Togetzoge, among thousands of sherds not even one black-on-white fragment was found, though the majority of foreign sherds came from the Little Colorado region. They were principally black-on-red, white bordered black-onred, and a few sherds of black(glaze)-on-brown. How rado region showed that black-on-white preceded all the other types found in that territory; black-on-red appearing while it declined. The situation in the south of this area seems to be approximately the same: After a decline of black-on-white, types of red ware were made which found their way to the Pueblo Togetzoge, not existing during the black-on-white period.
As to the chronological relations of black-on-white and Lower Salt, they are synchronous, but to what extent is not known. The principal clue for their contemporaneity was found in a burial ground near Armer's Gulch on the northern shore of Roosevelt Lake. Here fragmentary vessels of red-on-yellow and black-on-white were found in the same grave. As further criterion might be mentioned the relative frequency of Lower Salt sherds in the refuse mounds at Spring Creek and in the other blackon-white ruins of the Roosevelt Lake district.
Summary.-The general pottery survey in addition to the stratigraphic study near Phoenix showed that there exist within the boundaries of the Lower Gila region three ceramic areas, characterized by three principal decorated types:
In the east: the Central Gila area with Gila polychrome. In the north: The Roosevelt Lake district with black-on-white. In the west: the Lower Salt area with red-on-yellow. In regard to the latter area, it was emphasized that the makers of redon-yellow never made corrugated-indented ware, in contrast to the manufacturers of the two other types, especially those of black-on-white.
The chronological relations of the three main types, as explained on the preceding pages, are best illustrated by the following schematic diagram:
In the territory under consideration, black-on-white and red-on-yellow fall in the beginting of the Pueblo period. Gila polychrome follows later and is probably synchronous with the last phase of the culture characterized by red-on-yellow.
A great number of most interesting problems arise now and others, vague before, appear more distinct. A comparative study of the three culture complexes, defined by the respective pottery types will have to deal with all of them without neglecting, of course, the omnipresent questions as to the origin and as to the possible affinity of the pre-Spanish cultures with those of the historic tribes-the Yumans and the Pimans being for us of particular interest.
As a striking example of the application of the results gained by the stratigraphic work one case is here mentioned. During his excavation of "Los Muertos," situated in the Lower Salt region, T. H. Cushing encountered there two methods of disposal of the dead, inhumation and cremation. He drew the conclusion that the different treatment of the dead was due to a difference in their social position, the "priestly class" having 297 VOL. 13, 1927 2PHYSICS: ME YER A ND LE VIN been interred. But All bands of the vibrational-rotational type which have hitherto been resolved into lines, originate from molecules which contain hydrogen and only one atom of another kind. Molecules containing two or more other atoms have, in general, a much higher moment of inertia, and investigators have felt that there might be extreme difficulty in resolving the bands due to them or that they would prove too complex to admit of analysis. The present investigation of the spectra of acetylene, ethylene and ethane reveals fine structure of the bands of these compounds which each contain two atoms of carbon. The structure is of an interesting nature and in some cases simple. Moreover, there are regularities of a type not previously observed in vibrational-rotational bands.
Various regions of absorption between 3.,u and 15.,u have been investigated. The data in the region of longest wave-lengths are nearly complete, and the authors feel that the publication of the curves will be of interest, especially as some months will elapse before the entire investigation is concluded.
A grating spectrometer is being used which is of a type described by others.' There are modifications in some rather important details, but these will not be discussed. The thermoelement was constructed according to the method of Dr. A. H. Pfund2 and under his kind supervision.
